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Abstract. The current study aims to experimentally estimate the temperature in the lens due to heat load
indirectly from the measurement of increases in the rate of temperature-induced light scattering. The lens
was extracted from Sprague–Dawley rats and put into a temperature-controlled cuvette filled with a balanced
salt solution. Altogether, 80 lenses were equally divided into four temperature groups. Each lens was exposed for
5 min to temperature depending on the group to which it belonged while the intensity of forward light scattering
was recorded. The inclination coefficients of light scattering increase at the temperature of 37°C, 40°C, 43°C,
and 46°C were estimated as a CI(0.95), 3.1� 0.8, 4.4� 0.8, 5.5� 0.9, and 7.0� 0.8 × 10−4 tEDC∕s, respec-
tively. The Arrhenius equation implies that the natural logarithm of the inclination coefficient is linearly dependent
on the inverse of the temperature. The proportionality constant and the intercept were 9.6� 2.4 × 103 K and
22.8� 7.7, respectively. The activation energy was 8.0� 2.0 × 101 kJ · mol−1. The current experiment implies
that if averaging 20 measurements of inclination coefficients in a new experiment at constant heat load, the
confidence limits for predicted temperature correspond to ± 1.9°C. With the proportionality constant and
the intercept estimated in the current experiment, the in vivo temperature in the lens can be determined
retrospectively with sufficient resolution. © 2017 Society of Photo-Optical Instrumentation Engineers (SPIE) [DOI: 10.1117/1.JBO.22

.1.015005]
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1 Introduction
Thermal cataracts were first identified in the late 1800s.1 Both
clinical observations of cataracts in glassblowers and steel work-
ers and experimental studies have indicated an association
between thermal exposure and cataract formation.2–4

To measure the in vivo temperature in the lens during thermal
exposure is challenging. A thermocouple probe damages the
lens and decreases the heat load due to heat conduction in
the probe.5–7 Fiber optic sensors are based on fluorescence
excited in the near-infrared waveband and are therefore unsuit-
able for temperature measurement due to infrared radiation heat
load.

Clinically, a cataract infers permanent light scattering in the
lens that decreases vision perception. To predict permanent light
scattering in the lens induced by thermal exposure, experimen-
tally or by modeling, it is important to know the critical temper-
ature for permanent light scattering in the lens. The critical
temperature for permanent light scattering in the lens is currently
unknown because of the difficulties in measuring the in vivo
temperature during thermal exposure.

The Arrhenius equation models the denaturation rate as a
function of temperature. On the assumption that light scattering
in the lens depends on denaturation of lens proteins, the
Arrhenius equation can be applied to experimentally establish
the relationship between temperature at exposure and rate of

light scattering increase (Appendix A). The long-term goal is
to establish data on in vivo lens protein denaturation after
heat load that allows rational criteria for safe exposure to infra-
red radiation.

The purpose of this study was to explore the feasibility for
experimental indirect estimation of lens temperature based on
light scattering measurement in the lens.

2 Materials and Methods

2.1 Animals

Six-week-old albino Sprague–Dawley female rats were kept and
treated according to the ARVO Statement for the Use of
Animals in Ophthalmic and Vision Research. Ethical approval
was obtained by Uppsala Djurförsöksetiska Nämnd (C29/16).

2.2 Temperature Measurement

Temperature was measured with manufacturer calibrated
thermocouples (HYP0, OMEGA) connected to an integrated
analogue–digital converter (TC-08, OMEGA).

2.3 Measurements of Forward Light Scattering in
the Lens

The intensity of forward light scattering in the lens was mea-
sured on a dark field source (Fig. 1). After reflection with
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mirrors, the light from the dark field source hits the cuvette
cavity in a narrow circular beam from below at a 45-deg
angle. The cuvette is imaged on a photodiode, which generates
a current. Current readings are converted according to a calibra-
tion curve to the concentration of a known light scattering stan-
dard concentration, a commercial lipid emulsion of Diazepam
(Stesolid Novum, Actavis AB, Sweden). To make measure-
ments normally distributed, the concentrations of Diazepam
are log transformed, as transformed equivalent diazepam con-
centration (tEDC).8

2.4 Exposure Setup

The exposure setup consisted of a cuvette that has an inner water
channel bypassing a central well (Fig. 2). A pump (MD-10,
IWAKI Co., Japan) drives water from a temperature-controlled
water bath (VWB 12, VWR, Germany) in a closed loop through
a heater, indirectly regulating the temperature in the lens cuvette
filled with a sterile balanced salt solution (BSS: BSS Sterile
Irrigating Solution, Alcon).

2.5 Experimental Procedure

The temperature-controlled cuvette filled with BSS was pre-
heated by the circulating water to the planned exposure temper-
ature. The temperature was confirmed by the thermocouple.

The animal was sacrificed. Then one lens was extracted
and put into the preheated BSS in the cuvette; intensity of
forward light scattering in the lens was measured for 5 min,
as described elsewhere. This assured a fast increase of lens
temperature.

2.6 Experimental Design

Altogether, 80 lenses from 80 animals were equally divided into
four temperature groups, 37°C, 40°C, 43°C, and 46°C.

2.7 Statistical Parameters

The significance limit and the confidence level were set to 0.05
and 0.95, respectively, considering the sample size.

3 Results

3.1 Light Scattering Increase as a Function of
Exposure Time

The intensity of light scattering, ΔIs, recorded at exposure times
between 30 and 300 s was fit to a linear model [Eq. (1)], con-
sidering an initial light scattering, k0 (tEDC), and an inclination
coefficient, k1 (tEDC∕s)

EQ-TARGET;temp:intralink-;e001;326;440ΔIs ¼ k0 þ k1 · t: (1)

The average light scattering increased temperature depend-
ently as a function of time (Fig. 3).

The averaged inclination coefficient ranged between 3.1
and 7.0 × 10−4 tEDC∕s depending on incubation temperature
(Table 1).

3.2 Natural Logarithm of the Inclination Coefficient
for Light Scattering Increase as a Function of
the Inverse of the Absolute Temperature

The natural logarithm of the inclination coefficient for light
scattering increase, as a function of the inverse of the absolute
temperature, was fit to a linear model [Appendix Eq. (9), Fig. 4].
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Fig. 1 Schematic of device for quantitative measurement of the
intensity of forward light scattering in the lens.
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Fig. 2 Schematic of temperature-controlled lens cuvette. (a) Water
bath and associated pump driving temperature-controlled water
through a heater, indirectly regulating the temperature in the lens
cuvette filled with BSS and (b) water channel bypassing the cuvette.
Arrows indicate in and out flow of circulating water.
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Fig. 3 Averaged intensity of light scattering as a function of exposure
time from 30 to 300 s in lenses exposed to the temperatures in the
interval 37 to 46°C.
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The proportionality constant Ea∕R (Ea ¼ the activation energy,
R ¼ the general gas constant) and the intercept lnðl · PÞ were
estimated as CI(0.95), 9.6� 2.4 × 103 K and 22.8� 7.7.
Since R is known, Ea was estimated as a CI(0.95), 8.0� 2.0 ×
101 kJmol−1.

A calibration curve for dependence of rate of light scattering
increase (here, inclination coefficient) on temperature can be
established experimentally. The confidence interval for pre-
dicted temperature can be estimated from an average of inclina-
tion coefficients.9 The precision depends on the residual
variance, the sample size constituting the basis of the average,
and the number of additional measurements of inclination coef-
ficients averaged. The lowest precision is associated with one
additional measurement of inclination coefficient in a future
experiment for temperature probing (Fig. 4).

3.3 Simulation of Sample Size Required to Estimate
Temperature Based on Inclination Coefficient

To judge the practical validity of the described strategy, it is nec-
essary to estimate the precision of predicted temperature as a
function of sample size. Adopting the outcome of the current

estimates of inclination coefficients for an increase of light
scattering as a function of time and temperature, the confidence
interval for predicted temperature based on averages of
additional measurements of inclination coefficients can be
estimated.9 It was found that averaging 20 additional measure-
ments of inclination coefficients, the confidence limits around
the estimated temperature correspond to �1.9°C (Fig. 5).

Averaging a very large sample of additional measurements,
the estimated confidence limits for the estimated temperature
approximate �0.9°C.

4 Discussion
The current study intended to explore the possibility of using
denaturation as an indirect method to experimentally measure
lens temperature due to heat load, applying the Arrhenius equa-
tion. Denaturation was measured as light scattering.

To allow temperature measurement based on denaturation,
the time constant for heat transfer must be small in relation
to the time constant for denaturation. An estimate assuming
Newton’s law of heating indicated that for the current experi-
ment this requirement holds.

The light scattering measurement was recorded for 5 min
during exposure. At the beginning of exposure, the heat transfer
to the lens still occurred. Therefore, the intensity of forward light
scattering in the time window 30 to 300 s was selected for fitting
light scattering as a function of time with regression.

To allow for a short time constant for temperature equilib-
rium, a small mass should be heated. Therefore, the rat lens
was selected for this experiment.

An in vitro study of cold cataracts indicated that temperature-
induced light scattering varies little in the range from 16 to 37°
C.10 In a pre-experiment, we found that the inclination coeffi-
cient for light scattering increases as a function of time up to
a temperature of 48°C and approximates an asymptote toward

Table 1 Estimated inclination coefficients for evolution of light scat-
tering in the lens as a function of time and their dependence on
temperature.

Temperature (°C)

Inclination coefficient ×10−4 (tEDC∕s)

95% confidence interval for the meana
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46 7.0� 0.8
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Fig. 4 The natural logarithm of the inclination coefficient for light scat-
tering increase as a function of the inverse of the absolute tempera-
ture. Open circles are estimates of the natural logarithm of the
inclination coefficient for each lens. Continuous line is the regression
line. Dashed lines are CI(0.95) for the regression line. Dotted lines are
CI(0.95) for one additional measurement of inclination coefficient for
prediction of the inverse temperature.
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Fig. 5 (a) The estimated confidence interval for predicted tempera-
ture as a function of sample size of additional measurements, adopt-
ing the outcome of the estimates of inclination coefficients for
increase of light scattering as a function of time and temperature.
(b) Continuous line is the regression line for predicted temperature
as a function of inclination coefficient. Dashed lines are CI(0.95)
for the regression line. Vertical line corresponds to an example of
an estimated inclination coefficient averaged from 20 additional mea-
surements. Horizontal lines indicate the associated confidence limits
for predicted temperature.
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higher temperatures. A study of lenses from multiple species
showed that at temperatures between 55°C and 65°C most of
the soluble proteins are lost.11 In the present investigation,
we aimed at temperatures just above the threshold for denatura-
tion. Therefore, the minimum exposure temperature was set to
37°C and the maximum was set to 46°C.

The finding that the inclination coefficient for light scattering
increase increased with temperature (Fig. 3 and Table 1) agrees
with the Arrhenius equation (Appendix A). Therefore, for the
selected time and temperature range, it is possible to estimate
temperature in the lens with light scattering increase rate.

Considering the sample size in the current experiment, the
confidence interval for the inclination coefficient as a function
of temperature (Table 1) reflects a substantial variation of scat-
tering-time response among lenses from different animals. The
temperature in the cuvette was controlled to within �0.1°C.
Therefore, the observed variation in scattering-time response
most probably reflects variability in temperature sensitivity in
the lens among individuals. This is also revealed by the individ-
ual estimates of the natural logarithm of the inclination
coefficient, plotted in Fig. 4. This may implicate a substantial
variability in sensitivity to sudden heat load in the lens among
individuals, which has to be considered when setting safety
guidelines for human exposure. Considering the Arrhenius
equation, denaturation rate is directly dependent on temperature.
Therefore, it is possible that a very small heat load over a long
time may accelerate cataract formation.12

The activation energy calculated for temperature-induced
aggregation of protein in whole lens, 8.0�2.0×101 kJ · mol−1,
based on the outcome depicted in Fig. 4, is in the range of what
has previously been reported for temperature-induced confor-
mational change of γ-crystalline tryptophan,13 temperature-
induced α-crystalline aggregation,14 and chemically induced
aggregation of γF-crystallin.15

The absolute resolution limit of the currently presented
method is around �1°C even if a very large sample size is aver-
aged [Fig. 5(a)]. The resolution limit is determined by the vari-
ability in scattering-time response as a function of temperature
among individuals (Fig. 4). However, with 20 additional mea-
surements of inclination coefficients, the resolution is on the
order of �2°C. For experiments aiming at estimating lens sen-
sitivity to heat load, �2°C is sufficient.

To determine the dependence of denaturation rate on heat
load in vivo, it would be necessary to measure denaturation
rate as heat-induced rate of back scattering. In vitro determined
dependence of denaturation rate on temperature can be used to
estimate the heat load-induced lens temperature. Consequently,
the relationship between temperature in the lens and in vivo heat
load exposure of the eye can be determined. Then, the critical
temperature in the lens can be estimated by in vivo exposures at
incrementing heat load exposure of the eye with subsequent
postexposure measurements of permanent light scattering in
the lens (Fig. 6).

Such measurements of permanent light scattering should be
done at postexposure time intervals long enough to exclude
immediate reversible light scattering. Knowledge about exper-
imentally determined critical temperature in lenses from warm-
blooded animals can be used for extrapolation to human lens.

The currently presented method for measurement of lens
temperature during heat load is to our knowledge the only avail-
able method that allows temperature measurement without
disturbance from the measurement sensor.

Appendix: Derivation of the Relationship
Between Temperature and Light Scattering
Measurement in the Lens

A1 Light Scattering as a Measure of
Denaturation

The relative intensity of scattered light, Is, can be considered
directly proportional to the concentration of denatured stated
proteins, Ω (mol · l−1), with a proportionality constant, l
(mol−1 · l)

EQ-TARGET;temp:intralink-;e002;326;445Is ¼ l · Ω: (2)

Experimentally, the difference of light scattering between
temperature-induced intensity of light scattering and base line
intensity of light scattering, ΔIs, is a measure of the tempera-
ture-induced concentration of denatured state proteins

EQ-TARGET;temp:intralink-;secA1;326;370ΔIs ¼ l · Ω

or

EQ-TARGET;temp:intralink-;e003;326;328Ω ¼ ΔIs
l

: (3)

A2 Arrhenius Equation
The rate of production of denatured proteins, r (mol · l−1 · s−1),
is proportional to the concentration of nature state protein, [N]
(mol · l−1), with a proportionality constant, kðTÞ (s−1), that
varies with temperature, T (K)

EQ-TARGET;temp:intralink-;secA2;326;221r ¼ kðTÞ½N�
or

EQ-TARGET;temp:intralink-;e004;326;179

dΩ
dt

¼ kðTÞ½N�: (4)

Arrhenius demonstrated that the reaction rate constant,
kðTÞ (s−1), varies exponentially with the inverse of the molecu-
lar enthalpy, the general gas constant, R·(8.31 J · mol−1 · K−1),
multiplied with the temperature, T (K−1), and a proportionality
constant, the activation energy, Ea (J · mol−1), determined
by a proportionality constant, A (s−1), the pre-exponential
factor
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Fig. 6 Experimental model for estimation of critical temperature with
incremental heat load.
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EQ-TARGET;temp:intralink-;e009;63;748kðTÞ ¼ Ae−
Ea
RT : (5)

The pre-exponential factor expresses the maximum rate at
infinitely high temperature and reflects the increase in entropy
associated with the loss of order due to the reaction.

Inserting Eq. (5) into Eq. (4) results in Eq. (6):

EQ-TARGET;temp:intralink-;e006;63;684

dΩ
dt

¼ A · ½N� · e−Ea
RT : (6)

For a certain tissue, the original concentration of native state
molecules is constant. Then, Eq. (7) can be simplified by
substituting A and [N] with a rate constant, P (mol · l−1 · s−1)

EQ-TARGET;temp:intralink-;secA2;63;609

dΩ
dt

¼ P · e−
Ea
RT

or

EQ-TARGET;temp:intralink-;e007;63;557 ln
dΩ
dt

¼ ln P −
Ea

R
·
1

T
: (7)

At temperature saturation, heat application is in balance with
heat loss through heat diffusion and convection. Thus, temper-
ature at saturation, T, is independent of the exposure time, and
the denaturation rate, dΩ∕dt, is directly proportional to the
exposure time, t. Therefore, Eq. (7) can be rewritten as follows:

EQ-TARGET;temp:intralink-;secA2;63;462Ω ¼ t · P · e−
Ea
RT

or

EQ-TARGET;temp:intralink-;e008;63;418 lnðΩÞ ¼ lnðtÞ þ lnðPÞ − Ea

R
·
1

T
: (8)

Or after substitution of Ω according to Eq. (3) as Eq. (9):

EQ-TARGET;temp:intralink-;secA2;63;370

ΔIs
l

¼ t · P · e−
Ea
RT

or

EQ-TARGET;temp:intralink-;secA2;63;318

ΔIs
t

¼ ðl · PÞ · e−Ea
RT

or

EQ-TARGET;temp:intralink-;e009;63;270 ln

�
ΔIs
t

�
¼ lnðl · PÞ − Ea

R
·
1

T
: (9)

Thus, lnðΔIs∕tÞ is linearly dependent on 1∕T with the
proportionality constant Ea∕R and the intercept lnðl · PÞ.
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